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Mary, Paul, Gary, 

111 friend Robert, who borrowed my Z copy during the winter, returned 
with some of what he has done with it and showed me a few things he noted in 
teis copy, some of which I had missed. My own projector still lacks the most 
ineTpensive ,.arts after months of eeeiting them, so I've never before seen this 
copy of a good one or one that can safely stop on individual frames, etc. 

I now have a triple 16mm print, with colors added and removed to sharpen 
clarity. he has a 16 mm print from which he will make me slides when ne can find 
the right blanks to hold them. be has a 35mm negative he has made but now lacks 
safe means of getting it made into a positive. 

Those of you who got my hasty memo on first viewing the Gerrisen copy, 
I think addressed to Fred, may recall my belief at least two films were used for 
the making of this copy. Robert proves that with ease, but it was done several 
generations before tais copy, from certain internal flaws. 

Some splices are quite visible. They are made with mylar waica, cehacter-
istically leaves bubbled - which. makes me wonder about the antecedents of the 
version of 20 printed by the Cceeission, where such bubeling, looking on an ex10 
print I have like water marks, is apparent. 

Early in the film there is a snort, sharp change in tee green color 
I noted in this memo. There is both a splice and en excision at that point, and 
it would seems these couple of frames are from e different noint. 

I have not studied Fred's work on this. Some of you will recall my 
belief then expressed, that no valid conclusions could be rode witnout consultation 
with en official copy in the Archives. Teen some of the leterations end damages in 
this copy are examined with any care, this becomes epmerent, for even the framing 
is different. There is at one point a cut or a tear where tae splice leaves hat 
on projection is a prominent wnite slit in the film. The missing frames have been spliced into taie-3 copy, although it would seem to be unnecessary, except perhaps as 
en identification mark, if it comes from en original copy. 

If I coule s upply him with clearer prints of the Lovelady frames of 
overexposed Martin, there are procesFes by which ne could bring out other details 
now lacking and eeAups enhancee those that are visible. 4ae is anxious to get a copy of Nix end :eucamore to work with. I tuink tais would be valuable. Also, re can access 
to parts of either or both, from a good copy, and he could supply clearer copies 
of these portions. his funds are limited, so whet is the cost? I think what we should 
get him to do is to take the available copy are get the clearer partial copy of 
which he knows end make copies in which the clearer frames replace the identical ones. 
Until be sees whet is available, that this is clearer cannot be certain. I am 
deducing this from his description, that is, of what he has already seen....One 

of the intereeting quirks of this prints is that at a frame before total eissepear- 
ence behind the sign the President's heed alone becomes invcsible in 	estie 
mates most of it is not less than 7th generation. ..Be is getting to know more about the fact, which interests him much, and has technical knowledge and facilities 
he can tap we should use but not abuse. 

Best, 

Harold 


